CHAPTER II
TRANSLATIONS FROM ITALIAN
Fiction of an extremely early translation of a story of Italian authorship
Italian appeared in 1550 or 1560, and was republished over and over again,
in spite of having to stand the competition of several rival versions.
This was The goodly History of the moste noble and bcauty\ul La dye
Lucres of Scene in Tuskan> and of her loucr Etirifilits? directly or
ultimately from the Latin of^Encas Sylvius, orEnea Silvio Piccolo-
mini, afterwards Pope Pius II.2 The original story, Dt- Duobus
Jmantibus (1444), was based on what the author himself knew about
a love affair of his friend Count Schlick, a favourite of the .Emperor
Sigismund, with the wife of a gentleman in Siena.:! The Emperor
and his courtiers stayed some time in that city, before his corona-
tion at Rome (1432-34), and it was then that the intrigue must have
taken place. In the tale, Eurialus is a knight of Fran cony, and
Lucrece the beautiful wife of a churlish citizen, Menelaus,4 whose
house he passes daily. At first, they can only correspond with their
eyes ; but soon there is an interchange of letters. In fact, the ten
love letters that pass between them are the chief device by which
the plot of the story is worked out, from the first avowal to the last
farewell. Frequent examples of the letter used as a main link in the
machinery occur in the Italian stories translated later by Painter,
Fenton, and Pettie; but this seems to be its first appearance in
English. In their stratagems to meet each other, the lovers are aided,
1	Hazlitt  dates  the oldest extant English edition   c.   1549;   according-  to
Lowndes there was one by Copland in 1547, which, according to H, H. Gibbs,
is a mistake for 1567.
2	Reprinted with  The Hystorie of the most noble knyght Ptasidas and other rare
pieces^ ed. H. H. Gibbs (Roxburghe Club, 1873).    'r^e *Vl&yd<i$ (ulias St Eustace)
is a life of the saint by John Partridge (1566).	<
8 A version entitled The Amours of Count Schlick appeared with the Comtesse
d'Aulnoy's Hypolitus Earl of Douglas (1708).
* His brother is Agamemnon, and the lovers arc cheated'by'one- Pandalu-v
a gentleman allied to Menelaus. In a popular story such names would be
adopted as familiar labels.

